Areas & Functions of Interpreting
Project Evaluation

Paper:

Content (35)

__________ points
Paper reflects critical thinking skills
Main Points and general statements have been supported by research
Sources are used to support and prove evidence

Purpose & Organization (20)

__________ points
Paper responds to topic
Length 6-10 pages (-1 point for each page amount either way)
Paper has cover page, body and references

Spelling/ Punctuation/ Grammar (10)

__________ points
A combination of 5 minor errors will result in -1 point
Up to -10 point possible. After that it is an automatic F.

Typed and Neatness (5)

__________ points
No hand written corrections
No hand written words
Nothing seriously distracting from the paper.

Total: ____________ points

Overall Project Evaluation

Proposal:

__________ points

Paper: ____________ points

Total: ____________ points